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t's no secret that every time you go 
online, your activities are being 
watched. Trackers are endemic across 
the web, and it's rare to find a site or 

app that isn't embedded with at least one 
hidden spy. 

These invisible elements monitor how 
you use websites and mobile apps, and 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 

• Prevent personalised ads from 
following you around the web 

• Scan Chrome extensions for trackers 
before you install them 

• Disconnect risky third-party apps from 
your online accounts 

• Fake your location to stop apps 
tracking your real one 

analyse that data to target you with 
customised content and adverts. This may 
seem harmless and even helpful, but 
when that information is passed to less 
trustworthy companies, or the trackers 
follow you to other websites and apps, it's 
a flagrant invasion of your privacy. 

Most of us have been unnerved when 
adverts for Amazon products we've 
searched for appear on other sites, or 
when Facebook makes suggestions 
related to things we've mentioned 
privately. Even tools that are supposed to 
keep our data safe, such as LastPass, have 
been found to contain built-in trackers 
(www.snipca.com/37520).  

The good news is that some tech 
companies are now fighting back against 
trackers - a tracklash', if you will - to 
help protect their users' privacy. Apple 
improved Safari's tracker blocking in iOS 

14, and will take this further in an 
upcoming update by blocking all iPhone 
and iPad apps from tracking users without • 
their consent (see www.snipca.com/37570). 
Mozilla, meanwhile, has tightened 
Firefox's protection against supercookies, 
and now stops third-party trackers from 
following you from site to site (see page 
52). Even Google has promised to stop 
using third-party cookies or alternative 
identifiers "for tracking individual people 
as they browse the web", when it 
introduces its Privacy Sandbox system 
next year (www.snipca.com/37568).  

Welcome though these improvements 
are, there's still much more you can 
do to block the hidden apps and elements 
that follow you online. In this feature, 
we explain the best ways to lock down 
your browser and mobile device against 
all unwanted and intrusive tracking. 

COVER FEATURE 

LOCK APPS 
AT TRACK 

WFLT, 
Ever get the feeling you're being followed? 
Well, that's because you probably are. Robert Irvine 
explains how to protect your privacy by blocking all 
the hidden trackers in websites and mobile apps 
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Send "Do Not Track" requests 

Website Networks (aimed for Research) 
OLERINANNO.ROUR 

Your browsers Do Not Track setting won't 
protect you from all tracking 

Thunderbeam-Lightbeam shows how many 
third-party servers (triangles) are connected 
to the websites you visit (circles) 

Use Cover Your 
Tracks to find 
out whether 
websites can 
track you using 
'fingerprinting' 

 

Here are your Cover Your Tracks results. They include an overview of how visible you are to trackers, with 
an index (and glossary) of all the metrics we measure below. 

Our tests indicate that  you are not protected against tracking 
on the Web. 

 

IS YOUR BROWSER: 

   

See how trackers view your browser 

HOW CAN TRACKERS TRACK 
YOU? 

Blocking tracking ads? 

Blocking invisible bookers? 
	 .22 

Protecting you from fingerprinting? Tour browser has a unique fingerprint 

 

   

'RgE. 
awatur 

tra,  
Still wondering how fingerprinting works? 

LEARN MORE 

HOW CAN 1 USE MY RESULTS 
TO BE MORE ANONYMOUS? 

NOM NtesuM 
row, and 

Yo 	esults 

suIrdst End most Cow., Vur 7Moles 000s no 	*II 

erprint eppears to be unique among the 251.640 tested in the past 45 days. 

Your browser has a unique fingerprint stimate that your browser has a fingerprint that conveys at least 483 Mfg of Identifying 

\ 	  
The measurements we used to obtain this result are listed below. N't3] can read more about our 
methodology, statistical results, and wine defenses against finger,nting hers 

WHAT IS A *5106 
INFORMATION? 	

Detailed Results 

Here, some more granular frtformation we gathered about your browser. Your report includes examples of 
several different kinds of metrics: 

FER 

BLOCK APPS 
THAT TRACK 
YOU 

BLOCK TRACKING IN YOUR BROWSER 

Is your browser protecting you? 
Before you start blocking apps that track 
you online, it's useful to know about the 
type and amount of your data that 
browsers gather. Most browsers include a 
'do not track' setting (in Chrome, you'll 
find it in Settings, 'Privacy and security', 
then 'Cookies and other site data'; in Edge 
it's in Settings, 'Privacy, search, and 
services' - see screenshot right). However, 
this is little more than a polite request 
and many websites ignore it. 

To find out just how much information 
websites can gather, visit Cover Your 
Tracks (https://coveryourtracks.eff. org), a 
new website from the privacy group 
Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF). 
Click the Test Your Browser button and 
Cover Your Tracks will check the strength 
of your browser's protection against 
tracking, with the option to connect 
(anonymously) to a real tracking 
company so you can see what it can see. 

Once the tests are complete, the site 
will tell you if your browser is blocking 
tracking ads and invisible trackers. It also 
tells you whether your browser has a 
unique fingerprint (see screenshot 
below) - in other words, a profile 
built up using data such as your screen 
resolution, operating system and device 
memory. If your browser does have a 
unique fingerprint, websites can use it to 
track you. 

Cover Your Tracks states that because 
tracking techniques are complex, subtle 
and constantly evolving, it can't measure 
them all. For a more comprehensive privacy 
audit, try the tests at BrowserLeaks 
(haps://browserleaks.com), which show 
how websites and trackers can detect 
where you are, which ISP you use and 
your specific browser permissions. 

To view hidden trackers as you browse 
the web, install Thunderbeam-Lightbeam 
(www.snipca.com/37487)  in Chrome or 
Edge. This version of the excellent Firefox 
extension Lightbeam (which Mozilla has 
discontinued but can still be installed 
from www.snipca.com/37488),  shows all 
trackers that lurk in the background 
online. The large circles in the graph 
represent the sites you've visited, while 
the triangles show third-party servers 
connected to each site, which may be 
collecting and sharing your data (see 
screenshot above). 

On page 53, we'll show you how to stop 
these hidden trackers (and more) using 
content-blocking browser extensions. 

Stop adverts following you 
around the web 
Ads are a necessary evil to keep web 
content free, but it still feels creepy when 
they target you with products and services 
based on your activities. Advertisers place 
cookies in your browser when you visit a 
site, which lets them track you to other 
sites that use the same advertising network. 
When you consider the enormous reach 
of the ad networks owned by Google, 
Amazon and Facebook, it becomes clear 
why adverts for things you've searched 
for, looked at and mentioned seem to 
stalk you around the web. 

The obvious way to stop this is to use 
an ad blocker, but as this removes all ads 
(not just personalised ones) it deprives 
smaller sites of the revenue they. need to 
survive. Another option is to opt out of 
'behavioural tracking' with ad providers. 
The website Your Online Choices (www. 
snipca.com/37493)  lets you choose which 
advertisers to block cookies from, to 
avoid customised ads based on your 
previous web activity There are nearly a 

Expose trackers hidden 
in websites 
Social networks and online shops are the 
worst offenders for tracking their users, 
but virtually every website has some form 
of tracker. You can use the free online tool 
Blacklight (www.snipca.com/37484),  
which launched last September, to 
expose the secret trackers in sites you 
visit every day. Simply paste a web 
address into the search box and click 
Scan Site to scour for ad trackers, 
third-party cookies, session-monitoring 
scripts, keylogging and (less worrying) 
analytics tools. 

This takes less than a minute, and uses 
DuckDuckGo's Tracker Radar technology 
(www.snipca.com/37486). The results 
can be eye-opening and include the 
number of trackers, whether that figure 
is above average and the names of ad-tech 
companies the site shares information 
with. Even non-commercial websites 
such as those from the BBC aren't 
completely clean, but note that Blacklight 
doesn't cover all UK websites (sometimes 
defaulting to US versions). 
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Would a web without trackers work? 
An Internet free of the hidden trackers 

used by tech giants sounds idyllic, but in 
practice it's almost impossible to avoid 

their spying tricks. 
To prove this point, research institute 

Economic Security Project has created 

a tool called Big Tech Detective (BTD, 
https://bigtechdetective.net) that exposes 
trackers from Google, Amazon, Facebook 
and Microsoft as you browse the web. It 

tells you when a site is sharing information 

with any of those four companies and 
(optionally) blocks your access. 

BID isn't available in add-on stores, 
but you can sideload it in Chrome. 

Download and extract the installation file, 
go to chrome://extensions and switch 

on 'Developer mode' in the top-right 
corner. Click 'Load unpacked', select the 
extension's folder to install it, then click its 

extension icon (see screenshot). Choose 

which tech giants you want to block, then 
try browsing as normal. You probably 

won't get far without BID warning that 
it can't display a website due to the 
companies you've blocked. 

It's an effective reminder of how 
ingrained Google, Amazon, Facebook 

and Microsoft are with the web, and that 
you compromise your privacy every time 
you go online. 

- 	—moil 

Sync 

nage Exceptions... 

1* General 

I 12. Home 

q Search 

! 	Privacy & Se. 

Browser Privacy 

Enhanced Tracking Protection 

(:) Trackers follow you around online to collect information about 

your browsing habits and interests. Firefox [Nods many of 

these trackers and other malicious scripts. Learn more 

standard 

Balanced for protection and performance. Pages will load normally. 

Select the Strict 
privacy option in 
Firefox to block 
hard-to-remove 
supercookies 

Use CRXcavator to scan Chrome extensions 
to find how many risky permissions it has 

10 Strict 

Stronger protection, but may cause some sites or content to break. 

NI Social media trackers 

g Cross-site cookies 

KI  0  strict 

hundred of them, so save yourself time by 
clicking the red 'Turn off all companies' 
button. 

Next, go to Google's Ad Settings page 
(www.snipca.com/37494)  and switch 
off 'Ad personalisation'. Click 'Advanced' 
and also disable that option, which lets 
Google's website and app 'partners' 
display personalised ads. This page also 
reveals the data Google uses to target ads 
at you, including your age, gender and 
interests. 

You can turn off 'interest-based' 
Amazon ads at www.amazon.co.uk/ 
adprefs. Facebook also has several options 
for depersonalising your ads at www. 
snipca.com/37497. The important ones to 
change are 'Data about your activity from 
partners', which shows ads based on your 
activities outside Facebook, and 'Ads 
shown off of Facebook', which continues 
pestering you on other sites and apps. 

Prevent cookies from 
tracking you online 
All browsers now offer the option to 
block tracking cookies (in Chrome, go to 
Settings, 'Cookies and other site data' and 
select 'Block third party cookies'; in Edge, 
go to Settings, 'Cookies and site 
permissions', then 'Manage and delete 
cookies...'). However, as with `Do Not 
Track', this feature is neither sophisticated 
nor completely effective, which is why 
Mozilla has ramped up cookie-blocking 
in the latest version of Firefox (86). 

A new feature called Total Cookie 
Protection (wwwsnipca.com/37502)  
creates a separate 'cookie jar' for every 
site you visit. This isolates cookies so they 
don't follow you to other sites and track 
your activity there. It builds on the 
`supercookie' protection introduced in 
the previous Firefox version that prevents 
trackers from storing supercookies - 
which are harder to detect and delete 
than standard cookies - in your browser. 
To activate Total Cookie Protection, click 
the Firefox menu button, choose Options, 
'Privacy & security' and select Strict under  

Browser Privacy (see screenshot below). 
Google plans to add a similar feature 

to Chrome next year as part of its new 
Privacy Sandbox (www.snipca. 
com/37503). In the meantime, you can 
boost your protection against tracking 
cookies by installing a content-blocking 
add-on (see page 53). 

Avoid dodgy browser 
extensions 
Google has banned hundreds of 
extensions from the Chrome Web Store 
in the last few years because they were 
found to be tracking and selling users' 
data - most recently, the tab-management 
tool The Great Suspender. If you're 
worried that an add-on you've installed 
- or plan to install - may threaten your 
privacy, check it at CRXcavator (https:// 
crxcavator.io). 

Simply copy and paste the Chrome 
extension's ID (pictured above right) into 
the search box and click Submit. You can 
find this ID (a 32-character block of text) 

a,„.• chrome web share 

-gmailfdpdmhfociinekecfjgimjdeckachfbec?ht=en 

,fiwed ay: ht,iss 

Ovenr,w. 	 practice,. 

To check an extension, copy its ID, then paste 
it into CRXcavator 

in the last part of the add-on's web 
address either in the Chrome Web Store 
or by clicking the Details button in its 
entry on the chrome://extensions page 
(edge://extensions for Edge). 

CRXcavator will then tell you lithe tool 
has risky permissions, a dubious security 
policy or missing information, so you can 
remove or avoid it if necessary. The higher 
the total score, the more risky the 
extension. Most trustworthy extensions 
have a total score of under 500 (such as 
the Dropbox for Gmail' extension, see 
screenshot below). 
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Sign in automatically 
Signing mouth your Microsoft account i.viil automatically ego you in to 
This app.. 

App,,,s an 10124/2010. 

View yaw Onettiive photos and documents 
AppWse wit be able to see your photos and documeirs on OneDrive, 
but can't make changes ta therm 

as1 used AppV.e on 101242015. 

16.4, Access your info anytime 
AppWise will be abte to see and update your info even when you're not 
using this app. 

Voo err us. AppW se an 1024201. 

Remove these  permissions' 

BLOCK APPS 
THAT TRACK 
YOU 

THE BEST EXTENSIONS FOR BLOCKING TRACKERS 

https://a nva iadger.org  

Ad blockers such as AdB ck 
(https://getadblock.com) irevent 
	 tracking by using lists of  ii  own 

a 	servers, but Privacy Badger off  c  s a 
ore nuanced approach. Availab for 
hrome, Firefox, Edge and Oper. , this 

ool from EFF (see page 51) mo tors 
which websites are tracking y u, and 
sends them a do-not-track gnal. If they 
refuse to comply, Privac adger blocks 

e trackers (click  •  extension icon to 
s 	how ma 	ackers it's blocked - see 
screens ot below). Privacy Badger is less 

Privacy Badger 
automatically 
detects and block 
trackers hidden in 
websites 

4.?5 Pirivaw  Badger 0 <-01 

1111•1111111111 

10 potential trackers  blocked )  

likely to cause page-loading problems 
than traditional ad blockers, while also 
catching trackers that they miss. It gives 
you total control over which hidden sites 
can and can't connect, using a colour-
coded system that shows you what's safe 
and what's not. 

ClearURLs 
vvww.snipca.com/37511  

You've probably noticed that 
some websites insert extra code 
after the main URL in your 

address bar. This happens on Amazon 
product pages and when you click links 
to external sites on social networks. These 
long URL strings (usually containing the 
text 'source' or 'utm' followed by a long 
series of random characters), tell websites 
where you've been and which links you 
clicked to open them, and are a sneaky 
means of tracking your online activities. 
ClearURLs strips all web addresses of 
tracking code, using more than 250 rules 
to identify and block unnecessary  

elements. Install the extension in 
Chrome, Firefox or Edge and it will work 
automatically, and keep a tally of how 
many trackers it's blocked. 

AdNauseum 
https://adnauseam.io  

AdNauseum strikes a compromise 
between blocking ad trackers and 
letting small websites earn essential 

revenue. When it filters ads (it's based on 
the popular content blocker uBlock Origin, 
www.snipca.com/37508),  it also clicks 
them in the background, so that sites still 
get paid by the advertising networks. 

To prevent companies from using 
those clicks to track you, AdNauseum 
"obfuscates" the data, rendering their 
targeting useless. The extension is 
available for Firefox, Opera and Edge 
(www.snipca.com/37509),  but because it 
interferes with Google's business model, 
it's banned from the Chrome Web Store. 
See www.snipca.com/37510  for details of 
how to install it in Chrome. 

(11 

ADNAUSEAM 

DISCONNECT APPS FROM YOUR ACCOUNTS 

One of the biggest threats to your online 
privacy comes from the tools and apps 
you've granted access to your accounts, 
such as when you register for them using 
your Google account (the 'Sign in with 
Google' option). Most of these apps 
request access to only your basic account 
information, but there's still a risk they 
could track and share your data. Here's 
how to block potentially intrusive apps in 
popular web services. 

Google  

Select unwanted entries on the Active tab 
then click Remove. Also click 'Your 
Facebook information' on the left, 
followed by View next to 'Off-Facebook 
activity' on the right, then 'Manage your 
off-Facebook activity'. You can then stop 
a specific tool sharing your data with 
Facebook by selecting it and choosing 
'Turn off future activity', then Turn Off. 
To prevent all such spying, click Manage 
Future Activity and switch off 'Future 
off-Facebook activity'. Click 'Clear history' 
to wipe all previously collected data. 

Click this option to stop apps tracking you 
through your Microsoft account 

Go to h . my ccount.google. 
com, lect Secu 	from the left 
side r, then scroll  s  own to 

apps with acco nt access' 
anage third-pa access'. 

apps and service that concern 
lick Remove Acc ss to 

ect them. Ahern wely, use the 
party access' me in Google's 
ty Checkup too www.snipca. 
7498), whic ighlights any apps it 
rs to be • , such as those with 

ess to your data. 

Facebook 
Go to www.facebook.com/ 
settings and click 'Apps and 
websites' in the left-hand sidebar. 

Apple 
Sign into your Apple ID account 
(https://appleid.apple.com) and 
go to Security, 'Apps & Websites 

using Apple ID'. Select 'Manage' and click 
'Stop using Apple ID' next to an 
undesirable entry. Alternatively, on your 
iPhone or iPad, open the Settings app, tap 
your name, then 'Password & Security' 
and choose Apps Using Your Apple ID. 

Microsoft 

II Log into your Microsoft account 
at https://account.microsoft.com  
and click Privacy. Make sure the 

Overview tab is selected, then scroll 
down to 'Other privacy settings', click  

'Apps and services that can access your 
data' and select an entry to see which 
permissions you've granted that tool. 
Click 'Remove these permissions' (see 
screenshot above) to disconnect an app 
from your account. 

Amazon 

a l Sign into the 'Login with 
I Amazon' page (www.snipca. 

to view and remove 
third-party websites and apps that use 
your Amazon account. Note that even if 
you revoke access, companies retain 
information you previously provided, so 
you'll need to contact them directly to 
unsubscribe from their databases. 

• 
'Third-p 
and click 
Select an 
you and 
disco 
'Third 
Sec 
com/ 
consi 
extensw 
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is, France 
Paris, France 

17 Rue Montmartre, 75001 P 

0 HIDE MAP Orleans 
0 

11 STOP 

Blois 

 

Location changed. 

 

Location Changer stopped apps tracking our 
Location by moving us to Paris 

BLOCK APPS 
THAT TRACK 
YOU* 

BLOCK  TRACKING ON YOUR PHONE 

Stop apps accessing your 
Location 
Many mobile apps request access to your 
phone's location. Often, this is nothing to 
worry about and probably vital for the 
app to work. You wouldn't get directions 
in Google Maps nor receive local forecasts 
from BBC Weather without granting 
them permission to know your location. 
However, there will always be apps you've 
granted permission to but no longer use 
and, more worryingly, those you don't 
even remember installing. For this 
reason, it's wise to check your location 
permissions regularly and block apps that 
you don't fully trust. 

The process varies depending on your 
specific device, but on most Android 
phones and tablets go to Settings, Location, 
'App permission' (if you don't see these 
menu options, use the search option in 
Settings to find them). This will tell you 
which apps can detect your whereabouts 
all the time, which can do so only while 
you use them (see screenshot above right) 
and which you've denied permission. 
Select an app to revoke its location access. 
It's also worth tapping 'See all [app name] 
permissions' in case the app is accessing 
other data unnecessarily, such as your 
calendar and call logs. Alternatively, go 
to Settings, 'Apps & notifications', 
Advanced, 'Permission manager' (or 'App 
permissions') to browse all permissions 
that have been granted on your device. 

On an iPhone or iPad, go to Settings, 
Privacy and tap Location Services to see 
all the apps that can detect your location. 
Select an entry to view why it needs that 
permission and, if that doesn't sound 
essential, change its access to Ask Next 
Time or Never. Tap 'System Services' at 
the bottom of the screen and disable 
settings that track you, such as 'Location-
Based Apple Ads and Suggestions', 
Significant Locations (which provides 
"useful information" based on where you 
are) and Popular Near Me. Switch on the 
Status Bar Icon option to display an arrow 
at the top of your screen when an app is 
accessing your location. 

Fake your location so apps 
can't track you 
When it's not possible to disable location 
access - for example, because an app 
won't work without it - you can protect 
your privacy by 'spoofing' your location. 
There are dozens of apps in the Google 
Play store that claim to fake your GPS 

Supermarket Check-In 

LOCATION ACCESS FOR THIS APP 

0 . Allow all the time 

0 	Allow only while using the app
, 

 

0 Deny 

You can set apps to access your location only 
when you're using them 

location, but many don't work or require 
you to root your Android phone. Our 
favourite is Location Changer (www. 
snipca.com/37524),  which lets you use 
Google Maps to spoof your whereabouts. 

To use this free app, first allow it access 
to your device's location (which is ironic, 
but understandable), accept the adverts 
(these aren't intrusive) and tap Start. 
Open your phone's 'Developer options', 
tap 'Select mock location app' and choose 
Location Changer. If you don't see the 
'Developer options' screen, go to Settings, 
System, 'About phone' and tap 'Build 
number' seven times to unlock it. 

Once this is done, either long-press the 
map or search for a location to place the 
marker where you want to pretend to be 
- a 'location changed' message will 
appear once your new location is set (see 
screenshot above right). Other apps won't 
be able to track you for as long as Location 
Changer is open, or until you tap Stop. 

Apple doesn't allow GPS location-
spoofing tools in its App Store (any that 
claim to do this are likely to be useless). 
Your best bet is to use a free VPN such as 
Windscribe (www.snipca.com/37466)  or 
TunnelBear (www.snipca.com/37470),  
but this will limit your faked location to 
only its available servers. 

Stop Bluetooth beacons 
tracking your location 
Plenty of mobile apps use Bluetooth to 
share data between devices, and may rely 
on it to function properly, not least the 
NHS COVID-19 contact-tracing app. But 
Bluetooth also allows your location to be 
tracked, not only through your proximity 
to other Bluetooth-enabled phones, but 
by using Bluetooth beacons. 

Location changed. 	 ., 

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sca... 

WI-Fl scanning 
Allow apps and services to scan 
for Wi-Fi networks at any time, 
even when Wi-Fi is off. This can 
be used, for example, to improve 
location-based features and 
services. 

Put a stop 
to Bluetooth 
beacons 
secretly 
tracking 
your 
Location 

Bluetooth scanning 
Allow apps and services to scan 
for nearby devices assay time, 
even when Bluetooth is off. This 
can be used, for example, to 
improve location-based features 
and services. 

Bluetooth scanning 

These tiny devices are hidden in shops, 
transport hubs and other public places to 
deliver relevant information (such as 
in-store discounts, travel updates and 
adverts) to compatible apps on your 
phone. More worryingly, they also let the 
companies behind the Bluetooth beacons 
pinpoint where you are, even when 
you're not actively using their apps (as 
reported by Interesting Engineering at 
www.snipca.com/37506). Likewise, 
Google and Apple can track your 
activities using the unique identifiers of 
beacons you've been close to. 

On an Android phone, you can protect 
your privacy without turning off Bluetooth 
altogether by going to Settings, Location, 
`Wi-Fi and Bluetooth scanning' and 
disabling the `Bluetooth scanning' option 
(see screenshot above). If left enabled, 
this lets beacons track you through apps 
even when Bluetooth is switched off. 

On an iPhone, go to Settings, Privacy, 
Bluetooth and disable Bluetooth access 
for apps that don't need it, such as those 
for shops, social media and restaurants. 
Since iOS 13, Apple has required apps to 
ask your permission to use Bluetooth, but 
there's no harm in double-checking, in 
case you've inadvertently allowed them. 
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Beat location tracking 
on your iPhone or iPad 
by connecting to Wi-Fi 
using a Private Address 

< Wi-Fi 
	

wifi 

Forget This Network 

Private Address 
	

ID 
Wi-Fi Address 

Using a private address helps reduce tracking of your iPhone 
across different Wi-Fi networks. 

 

Opt out of Ads Personalisation 
Instruct apps not to use your advertising 
ID to build profiles or show you 
personalised ads. 

Ads 

Reset advertising ID 

Go gie 

Google Account 

1-lo  Turn on Incognito mode 

ga 	Your pr 

Turn on Incognito mode 

iv 	Your Time ne 

'24) Location sharing 

Prevent apps from tracking 
you over Vlfi-Fl 
Hopping on to a nearby Wi-Fi hotspot 
provides a fast, convenient connection 
and saves you mobile data, but it also 
allows you to be tracked. By default, your 
phone is set to scan for Wi-Fi networks 
automatically, which means that apps 
and services can detect where you are, 
even when Wi-Fi is switched off. 

To stop this happening on Android, go 
to Settings, 'Network & Internet', Wi-Fi, 
tap 'scanning settings' and switch off 
`Wi-Fi scanning'. Then choose `Wi-Fi 
preferences' and disable 'Turn on Wi-Fi 
automatically'. 

On an iPhone or iPad, go to Location 
Services, System Services and turn off 
`Wi-Fi Networking & Bluetooth' until it's 
needed. You can also use the new Private 
Address feature introduced in iOS 14. 
This assigns your device a different 
MAC address for every Wi-Fi network 
you connect to, so your location can't be 
tracked as you move around. Go to 
Settings, Wi-Fi, tap the T information 
button next to a network and switch on 
Private Address (see screenshot above 
right). You'll be prompted to rejoin the 
network privately if you're already 
connected. 

Stop apps collecting 
and sharing your data 
The trackers embedded in mobile apps 
aren't always a threat to your privacy - 
they may simply report bugs, so the 
developer can improve the app - but 
some share data with advertisers and 
other companies. Android apps are 
particularly rife with such elements - 
go to privacy-audit site Exodus (www. 
snipca.com/37469)  and search for an app 
(or paste its Google Play store URL) to see 
all the trackers it contains. 

Disabling trackers is difficult without 
uninstalling the relevant apps, but there 
are a few things you can try. On an 
Android device, go to Settings, Privacy, 
then open the Advanced menu. Select 
'Ads', tap 'Reset advertising ID' and turn 

Turn on 'Opt out of Ads Personalisation' to 
stop Android apps tracking your data 

on the 'Opt out of Ads Personalisation' 
option (see screenshot below left). This 
won't block ads in apps, but it will 
prevent them from building a profile of 
your interests and targeting you. Next, 
choose 'Usage and diagnostics' on the 
Privacy screen and switch off this feature 
to stop Google collecting data about how 
you use apps. 

In iOS 14, go to Settings, Privacy, then 
Advertising. Enable the Limit Ad Tracking 
option and tap Reset Advertising 
Identifier. Next, choose Analytics on the 
Privacy screen and turn off 'Share iPhone 
& Watch Analytics' and Share iCloud 
Analytics. Finally, go to Privacy, then 
Tracking and switch off 'Allow Apps to 
Request to Track' to tell apps never to 
track you. 

It's also worth checking individual app 
Settings screens for options that limit 
how your data is tracked. In the Wikipedia 
app, for example, tap the More menu, 
choose Settings and disable 'Send usage 
reports' in the Privacy section. 

Use your browser's private mode 
The mobile versions of popular browsers 
all offer a private browsing mode, which 
stops details of your online activities 
being stored on your device. To use this 
in the Chrome app, tap the three-dot 
menu and choose 'New incognito tab'; in 
Firefox, tap the mask button in the 
top-right corner; and in Safari, tap the 
new tab button and press Private. 

In YouTube's private mode, nothing 
you watch or search for is saved, and you 
won't see video recommendations. Tap 
your profile picture in the top-right 
corner of the app and choose 'Turn on 
Incognito'. Google Maps offers the same 
option (see screenshot above right) to 
stop places you look for being saved - 
annoyingly, this mode won't hide your 
mapping activities from other Google apps. 

Other apps with a private mode include 
Microsoft's keyboard tool SwiftKey, 

Enable Google Maps' Incognito mode to stop it 
tracking your travels 

social-network site Reddit (which calls it 
Anonymous Browsing) and Spotify, 
which lets you listen to your guilty 
pleasures anonymously by choosing 
'Private session' in Settings. 

Switch to a more private 
mobile browser 
If you're really concerned about your web 
activities being tracked, you need a 
dedicated private browser. There are 
plenty to choose from, of which our 
favourite is the brilliant DuckDuckGo 
Privacy Browser (www.snipca. 
com/37475)  for Android and iOS. 

This forces websites to use encryption, 
blocks hidden third-party trackers and 
lets you clear your browsing history with 
a single tap. DuckDuckGo helpfully grades 
the sites you visit for privacy and tells you 
which trackers it has blocked and why 
(see screenshot above right). In iOS 14, 
this DuckDuckGo-powered feature is 
built into Safari: tap the AA icon in the 
address bar and choose Privacy Report. 

Other good options include Brave 
Private Browser (www.snipca. 
com/37476),  which automatically blocks 
adverts, scripts and third-party cookies, 
and Firefox Focus, a lightweight, privacy-
focused version of Mozilla's browser 
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Avoid these 5 android apps that secretly track you 
UC Browser 

t:a Owned by Chinese company Alibaba, 
UC Browser claims to keep you 

private and secure, but according to 
privacy-audit website Exodus it contains 
eight trackers and requires a shocking 78 
permissions. Use DuckDuckGo's Privacy 
Browser instead (see below). 

Clean Master 
This Chinese cleanup app was 
	 banned by Google Play in 2018, but 
is still available from other sources. It has 
18 trackers and 81 permissions and is 
definitely best avoided (Android devices 

do a good job of cleaning up after 
themselves anyway). 

Turbo VPN 
VPN apps are supposed to protect 
your privacy on your mobile device, 

but they're among the worst offenders for 
tracking you. Turbo VPN has a 4.6 rating 
on Google Play, but also has seven 
trackers. Stick with something trustworthy 
Like Proton VPN (www.snipca.com/37551).  

Virus Cleaner 
With 15 trackers, spanning at least 
four ad networks, this supposed 

antivirus app is the last thing you should 
install to keep your phone safe. You're 
better off with a security app from a well-
known name such as Kaspersky (wvvw. 
snipca.com/37550).  

My Talldng Tom 
This virtual pet game, which involves 
you nurturing the titular cat, features 

32 embedded trackers 
(see screenshot). In 
fairness, the developer 
warns users about ads, 
but surely Tom doesn't 
need that many! 

My Talking Tom 

trackers 

perrnission 

CD trackers 

The 
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blocks website 
trackers and 
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(Android www.snipca.com/37478;  iOS 
www.snipca.com/37479). There's also the 
Tor Browser for Android (www.snipca. 
com/37477),  which prevents anyone from 
seeing anything you do online, but is slow 
for everyday use. 

Stop apps recording your 
face and voice 
The camera and micrrie one on your 
phone or tablet will  in  y be accessible to 
apps with the relevi  t permissions. You 
can check this on indroid by going to 
Settings, 'Apps &  is  tifications', Advance 
'Permission manag r' (or 'App permissio 
and tapping Came a or Microphone t  

view all permitted apps. On iOS, go to 
Settings, then Privacy to do the same. 

A bigger privacy concern is when an 
app uses your camera or microphone in 
the background, potentially recording 
what you're doing or saying without your 
knowledge. Apple addressed this fear in 
iOS 14 by introducing a feature that 
warns you about surreptitious audio and 
video tracking. When your microphone is 
being used by an app, a tiny orange dot 
appears in the top-right corner of your 
screen; when your camera is activated, 
you'll see a green dot. You can then swipe 
down to your Control Centre to discover 
which app is responsible and change its 
permissions. 

To get the same privacy indicators in 
Android, install the free app Access Dots 
(www.snipca.com/37472),  which also 
uses green and orange dots for camera 
and microphone usage, plus a blue one 
for GPS location (see screenshot above 
right). Go to 'Settings', Accessibility, 
Access Dots (on some Android devices, 
you'll need to tap 'Installed services' first), 
then select 'Use service' (or just tap the 
slider to turn it on) to activate the app. 
You can resize and reposition the 
coloured dots as required. 

If you never make use of it, it's also 

COLOR CONFIGURATION 

Camera Access Dot 
	 • 

Microphone Access Dot 
	 • 

GPS Location Access Dot 
	 • 

LOCATION 

Top left 	Top right 	Bottom Left 

Bottom night 

Custom 	y. 

Access Dots brings iOS 14's camera and 
microphone indicators to Android 

worth switching off your phone's built-in 
voice assistant - doing so means it won't 
start recording what you're saying if you 
accidentally activate it. To disable Google 
Assistant, open the Google app, tap More, 
Settings, Google Assistant, then General 
and switch it off there. With Siri on 105, 
go to Settings, `Siri & Search', switch off 
'Listen for "Hey Sin" and 'Allow Siri 
When Locked', then tap Turn Off Siri to 
confirm. Ei 
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